Learning to Operate as a Son Should Function
[Report #8]
All My Needs Are Being Met
I can’t tell you how exciting this last week has been as I’ve experienced what it’s like to have the Trinity
order my life in every way. It’s not the ultimate experience, but one that cements in me the desire to press
on and experience it at a greater level.
I’ve been learning to trust, rest and relax in having Father order my day for me and my King to lead me
through it, as I rely totally on Holy Spirit. This has been hard because I’ve had to stop controlling my life
like I’ve been doing for over 70 years. That’s not easy to do. You can say you surrender to the will of the
King and live your life for him, but it’s another thing to completely take your ‘hands off’ your life – in
every area.
In summary, my recent experience revolved around the fact that I was led to do a 12-month diploma
course this year, on top of the work I do every day for Canberra Forerunners. This was hard enough, but
added to that was contract training at an adult college. I began to stress in March over how I was going to
fit it all in, but I stepped out in faith and released it to Father to look after.
Then came COVID-19. That added extra potential stress, but I trusted, rested and tried to relax in
Heaven’s oversight of my life.
The 6-month college training was cancelled because there weren’t enough students to run the class. What
a ‘let-off’. However, I was then given a 2-week unit in WHS to train. Pressure back on. This pressure was
taken off me when I found out that it was one week either side of the 2-week college break. My students
would have two extra weeks to work on their assessments so I could mark them earlier than I expected.
The other ‘let-offs’ were:
1. My diploma course cost me $700 instead of $10,000
2. I got ahead with my diploma assessments because the start date was moved forward 3 months from
when I actually began it in March.
As I look back over this year, there are the above examples of my life being ordered, plus many more
personal ones – too many to cover.
NOTE: To achieve this level of ordering of my life I had to be completely surrendered. I had to let go of
absolutely everything. I had to rely on my King to meet all my personal needs and for him to be my
resourcer. It wouldn’t work for me if there was any area of my life that I still maintained control over.
IMPORTANT: The Kingdom principle for sons is this – Whatever you ‘lean into’ (rely on) the Trinity
will allow that to be your supply and they won’t supply for that area of your life.
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